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Medicinarklubben Thorax Spex - 65 years of laughter 
 
Robert Östman, Helsinki University, Helsinki, Finland 
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Daniela Gotthardt 
 
Summary:  Medicinarklubben Thorax, the Finnish student 
organization for Swedish-speaking medical students, has 
produced its spex for 65 years. It’s the longest running 
tradition of student theatre in Finland today. The first 
spex, "The Pubic Wars" (a typical student pun of the Punic 
Wars), was performed in Helsinki in 1952 to commemorate 
the 21st birthday of the organization. Since then, Thorax 
has produced its Spex annually and in 2017 Thorax 
performed it´s 62nd Spex, "Circus Willi - Or murder in the 
ring". 
So, what exactly is a spex? Spex is slang for the word 
spectacle, which actually happens to be quite a fitting 
description. Spex is a form of student theatre, traditionally 
based on historical events or well-known stories. The idea 
is to reinterpret the story in a silly way, presenting the 
audience with "what really happened". Other important 
elements in a Spex is the music, the humorous writing with 
medical influences, and just the right amount of story 
(usually not a significant factor). The audience 
participation is what sets Spex apart from regular theatre, 
with the audience having the option to shout "Omstart" 
meaning “Again” in Swedish. This signals the actors to 
perform the scene again, but with an improvised twist. 
That's what makes Spex magic - No one show is ever the 
previous alike. 
Studying medicine is a demanding endeavour. Spex brings 
medical students together outside of the normal curricular 
activities of school, creating bonds between younger and 
older students - and future colleagues. Our presentation is 
that of the history of spex and how extracurricular 
projects between students can help them with the hard 
and stressful education, functioning as a coping 
mechanism for the tired medical student. Because how 
could you be stressed out while wearing a funny hat? 
 

#9D2 (3212) 
How can we become agents for change toward a better, 
greener world? 
 
Peter Musaeus, Aarhus University, Center for Health 
Sciences Education, Aarhus, Denmark 
Elizabeth Crossley, Hull York Medical School, York, UK 
Matthew Mueller, Des Moines University, Des Moines, IA, 
USA 
Caroline Wellbery, Georgetown University Medical Center, 
Washington DC, USA 
Karina Pavão Patrício, Botucatu Medical School, UNESP, 
Botucatu, São Paulo, Brazil 
 
Summary:  In spite of the increasing global urgency of 
social and environmental impacts on health, medical 
students and other health professionals do not necessarily 
appreciate their potential role in becoming agents for 
social change. Research demonstrates a variety of barriers 
exist which prevent us from driving the conversations 
about climate and health. Whether perceived or actual, 
these barriers can be overcome by providing the tools 
necessary for us to be confident public health advocates. 
Using imagery and metaphor we will identify obstacles 
between medical students and social action, and present a 
means for encouraging students and others to be green 
social change agents. 
The Activity:  A balloon will be decorated to look like the 
earth, and the audience will be required to try to keep the 
balloon in the air. One participant will be identified as the 
student. We will identify barriers the student may face by 
attaching objects to the balloon (external barriers) or to 
the participant (internal barriers), thus increasing the 
difficulty of suspending the balloon. We will then identify 
solutions to these barriers and gradually remove the 
objects, leaving the participant unimpeded. Finally, we will 
conclude with a brief summary of the importance of 
breaking down barriers to students acting as agents of 
social change, whilst demonstrating that in order to 
engage students, the challenge must also be made 
exciting and compelling. 
 
  


